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In this paper we provide an experimental illustration of Page and Wootters’ quantum time mech-
anism that is able to describe two-time quantum correlation functions. This allows us to test a
Leggett-Garg inequality, showing a violation from the “internal” observer point of view. The “ex-
ternal” observer sees a time-independent global state. Indeed, the scheme is implemented using a
narrow-band single photon where the clock degree of freedom is encoded in the photon’s position.
Hence, the internal observer that measures the position can track the flow of time, while the external
observer sees a delocalized photon that has no time evolution in the experiment time-scale.

I. THEORY

The description of time in quantum mechanics and in
particular in connection with quantum gravity and cos-
mology has always presented significant difficulties [1].
Page and Wootters (PW) proposed an ingenious frame-
work [2] to allow the introduction of a quantum operator
for time that does not exhibit the problems of conven-
tional quantizations of time, such as the Pauli objection
[3]. Similar ideas have appeared also many other times in
the literature [4, 5], notably in a proposal by Aharanov
and Kaufherr [6]. These proposals received criticisms [7–
9] that were recently overcome [10]. In this last paper,
a complete review of the PW mechanism is presented.
For the current aims, we can summarize their proposal
as follows.
In order to quantize time, one can simply define time

as “what is shown on a clock” and then use a quantum
system as a clock. If time is to be a continuous degree
of freedom, then the clock must be a continuous system
(the position of a photon along a line in our experimental
realization). The requirement that the quantum states
of the system (excluding the clock) satisfy a Schrödinger
equation places a strong constraint on the global state of
system plus clock: it must take the entangled form [2]

|Ψ〉〉 =

∫ +∞

−∞
dt |t〉c|ψ(t)〉s =

∫ +∞

−∞
dt |t〉cUt|ψ(0)〉s ,

(1)

where we use the double-ket notation | 〉〉 to emphasize
that the global state is a bipartite state of clock c and
system s, and where |t〉c is the position eigenstate relative
to the clock showing time t, Ut is the system’s unitary
time evolution operator, and |ψ(t)〉s is the state of the
system at time t. In this framework it is a conditioned
state: the state of the system given that the clock shows
t (a conditional probability amplitude). The reason for
the form of the state |Ψ〉〉 in (1) is that one requires that
the global state of system plus clock is time-independent:
the system evolves with respect to the clock and vicev-
ersa, so that a global time evolution of system plus clock

would be unobservable. Hence, the global state |Ψ〉〉 is a
total energy eigenstate, as in the Wheeler-de Witt equa-
tion Hg|Ψ〉〉 = 0, where Hg = Hc + Hs with Hg, Hc

and Hs the global, clock and system Hamiltonians. The
Schrödinger equation then follows by choosing a clock
that evolves in a “uniform” manner without wavepacket
spread, namely with a Hamiltonian Hc proportional to
the clock’s momentum Ω. Indeed, the Schrödinger equa-
tion follows immediately by writing the Wheeler-de Witt
equation in the clock’s “position” representation:

c〈t|~Ω +Hs|Ψ〉〉 = 0 ⇒ (−i~ ∂
∂t +Hs)c〈t|Ψ〉〉 = 0 , (2)

where |ψ(t)〉s = c〈t|Ψ〉〉 and where −i∂/∂t is the position
representation of the momentum Ω.
While in [11] we had already presented an experimen-

tal realization of the PW mechanism, the clock system
there (the polarization of one photon) was too simple to
allow for illustrating any but the very simplest features
of the mechanism. Moreover, a two-dimensional clock
implies that the time is discrete, periodic and can take
only two values: 0 and 1. It is then possible to perform
only measurements at two times, namely, to recover only
a single two-time correlation.
In this paper we use a continuous system (the posi-

tion of a photon) to describe time, which gives us access
to measurements at arbitrary times and hence arbitrary
two-time correlations. We show that one obtains the cor-
rect quantum correlations and we use this to test the
Leggett-Garg inequality [14] (which, in this framework,
was suggested in [15]). One of the main criticisms of the
PW mechanism was that it seemed unable to provide the
correct two-time correlations [7, 8, 16]. The main result
of the current paper is to experimentally prove that the
mechanism can indeed provide them.
To obtain two-time correlations, we need to be able

to describe a measurement performed at some (inter-
nal) time. We will use von Neumann’s prescription for
measurements [17]: a measurement apparatus essentially
consists in an (ideally instantaneous) interaction Uvn be-
tween the system and a memory degree of freedom m,
i.e. the pointer which stores the outcome. This interac-
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tion is engineered to correlate the system and the mem-
ory along the eigenbasis {|a〉} of the observable A to be
measured, namely

|ψ(t)〉s|r〉m
Uvn−→

∑

aψa(t)|a〉s|a〉m (3)

where |r〉m is the initial state of the memory, and ψa(t) =
〈a|ψ(t)〉 is the probability amplitude of obtaining the a-
th outcome when measuring A. This prescription gives
the expected outcome probabilities |ψa(t)|

2 through the
Born rule postulate. Writing this measurement evolution
in the form of Eq. (1), we find [10]

|Ψ〉〉 =

∫ ta

−∞
dt |t〉cUt|ψ(0)〉s|r〉m + (4)

∫ +∞

ta

dt |t〉c
∑

a

Ut−ta |a〉s〈a|ψ(ta)〉s|a〉m,

where ta is the time at which the measurement is per-
formed. The first integral describes the system evolution
prior to the measurement when the memory is in the
|r〉m state, the second integral describes the evolution
after the measurement, when the memory is now corre-
lated to the system. Eq. (4) gives the prescription for
a von Neumann measurement in the PW framework (it
can also be extended to general positive operator-valued
measures, see [10]).

Superficially, it might seem that the state |Ψ〉〉 of
Eq. (4) has lost its time independence, because it de-
pends explicitly on the measurement time ta. However,
this parameter has a meaning as a time only when re-
ferred to the internal clock. Indeed it is a parameter of
the global unitary evolution UG that contains also the von
Neumann interaction: it represents the time (according
to the internal clock) at which the instantaneous inter-
action is switched on. It is just a parameter of the total
evolution. More rigorously: using conventional tricks [4]
one can convert the time-dependent evolution into a time
independent one described by a unitary operator UG and
the evolution (4) becomes |Ψ〉〉 =

∫

dt |t〉cUG(t)|ψ(0)〉s,
where the dependence on ta has been absorbed into UG.
The fact that (4) can be written as a sum of distinct in-
tegrals with different integrands is a consequence of the
limit of instantaneous measurement interaction intrinsic
in von Neumann’s prescription. In essence, the fact that
the time dependence ta in (4) is referred to the internal
clock is clear if one shifts the internal time axis by an
interval T . As expected, such translation is irrelevant
to the form of the state (4): it amounts to an irrelevant
change in the integration variable.

If one performs two measurements, then the obvious
extension of (4) is

|Ψ〉〉 =

∫ ta

−∞
dt |t〉cUt|ψ(0)〉s|r〉m1

|r〉m2
+ (5)

∫ tb

ta

dt |t〉c
∑

a

〈a|ψ(ta)〉sUt−ta |a〉s|a〉m1
|r〉m2

+

∫ +∞

tb

dt |t〉c
∑

ab

〈b|U(tb − ta)|a〉s〈a|ψ(ta)〉sUt−tb |b〉s|a〉m1
|b〉m2

,

where s, c,m1,m2 represent the degrees of freedom of the
system, the clock and the memories of the first and sec-
ond measurement apparatus, U is the free unitary evolu-
tion operator of the system (excluding the measurement
interaction), |a〉 and |b〉 are the eigenstates of the ob-
servables A and B that are measured at times ta and tb
(referred to the internal clock) respectively, and |ψ(0)〉 is
the initial state of the system.

The correct two time correlations are obtained from
the state (5) through the Born rule: the probability of ob-
taining the b-th outcome at the measurement of B when
the a-th outcome was obtained for A is

p(b|a) = |〈b|Utb−ta |a〉|
2 . (6)

It follows from the joint probability p(a, b) =
|〈b|Utb−ta |a〉〈a|ψ(ta)〉|

2 obtained from the third integral,
the probability p(a) = |〈a|ψ(ta)〉|

2 from the second, and
the Bayes rule p(b|a) = p(a, b)/p(a).

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental implementation of the “timeless”
state (5) takes advantage of a single narrow-band pho-
ton (Fig. 1), where its position along the x axis plays the
role of the clock (c) degree of freedom, its polarization
acts as the system (s), and finally its position along the
z axis implements the two memories (m1,m2). A narrow-
band attenuated coherent state (single cavity mode He-
Ne Laser) is used as source of single photons (SPS). In
particular, the He-Ne laser is operated with a frequency
stabilization feed-back control that balances the intensity
of two lasing modes under the gain curve (with a nominal
FWHM ∼ 1.5 GHz). The tube length allows only two
cavity modes at the output (with a nominal Free Spectral
Range, FSR ∼ 1 GHz). Due to the fact that the polar-
ization states of the two modes are orthogonal (i.e. one
s-polarized and the other p-polarized), the single mode
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output is featured using a polarizing beamsplitter (SPS
box in Fig. 1). By this way, one mode is redirected to a
control photodetector, while the remaining mode passes
through a second beamsplitter (Ratio 95%-5%) used for
frequency stabilization. The linewidth of the individual
axial mode emerging from the stabilized He-Ne, nomi-
nally with a narrow spectrum (∼ kHz), guarantees that
the clock (the photon’s position) is, as requested by (5),
in an approximately uniform superposition of all times,
at least over the experimental time-scales: to fulfill this
condition in the present experimental implementation,
the bandwidth of the photon is requested to be smaller
than 300 MHz to uniformly spread its position over an
experimental setup of size ∼ 1.5m.

FIG. 1: Experimental setup: Two-time measurements in the
PW mechanism. The SPS box shows the coherent source at-
tenuated (A) at the photon-counting regime. A system com-
posed by a polarizer (GL) and a half wave plate (HWP) ori-
ented at 22.5◦ pre-select the single photon state |Ψ〉. The IF
box illustrates the two time measurements, operated by the
two polarizing beam splitters BD (selecting the mode a=+1,-
1) and PBS (selecting the mode b=+1,-1), respectively. The
blue boxes QPs represent different thicknesses of birefringent
plates which perform the evolution of the photon by rotating
its polarization: different thicknesses represent different time
evolutions. At the output of the interferometer 4 SPADs con-
nected to a coincidence electronic chain perform the single-
photon detection. The birefringent plate LG in dashed box is
used for the Leggett-Garg experiment only.

After the attenuation (A) of the laser radiation at the
single photon regime, the initial polarization state of the
photon (the system s) is selected with a Glan-Thompson
prism (GL) and a half-wave plate at 22.5◦ (HWP) as a
uniform superposition of horizontal and vertical polar-
izations, |ψ(0)〉 = 1√

2
(|H〉+ |V 〉). The Two-Time mea-

surements are performed by shifting the photon in the
z direction depending on its polarization: the first (non-
demolition) measurement is performed by the beam dis-
placer (BD) and the second by the polarization beam
splitter (PBS). This implements a von Neumann mea-
surement [17], where the system (polarization) is corre-
lated to a memory (the position along the z axis). The
BD and PBS represent von Neumann’s instantaneous
unitary transformations Uvn. In accordance to Eq. (5),
these measurements are performed at internal times ta

FIG. 2: Experimental setup: Super-Observer Mode. The
SPS is an attenuate He-Ne laser operated with a frequency
stabilization feed-back control that balances the intensity of
two lasing modes under the gain curve (∼ 1.5GHz). The
tube length allows only two cavity modes at the output (FSR
∼ 1GHz) with orthogonal polarization. After the suppression
of one polarization mode (by a PBS), only one single cavity
mode emerges from the source. The linewidth of this indi-
vidual axial mode is evaluated by a beat measurement. The
spectral analysis returned a bandwidth lower than 3 MHz,
corresponding to a coherence length greater than 100 m.

and tb: since the clock (internal time) is represented by
the photon’s position along the x direction, the measure-
ment times can be changed by moving BD and PBS along
the x direction, which allows us to vary ta and tb at will.
To be more specific, the system’s time evolution Ut

of Eq. (5) is implemented through a set of birefringent
quartz plates (QPs, with optical axes oriented at 45◦) of
various optical thickness δi, and positioned along the x
axis: varying the thickness is equivalent to increase or
decrease the optical path length along the x axis, namely
to vary the interval tb− ta. Indeed, moving a plate to the
left of BD corresponds to decrease ta, while moving it to
the right of PBS corresponds to increase tb. Four Single-
Photon Avalanche Detectors (SPADs) linked to a coinci-
dence scheme with 1 ns time window are used as single
particle detectors. The ratios of single counts revealed at
each SPAD give the probability distributions associated
to the two-time measurement events. We also checked
the absence of coincidences between different pairs of de-
tectors, which corresponds to post-select the operation to
the single photon regime. The experimental results for
the conditional probabilities (two-time correlations) are
shown in Fig. 3. Although in this setup they have this
meaning only from the internal observer’s point of view,
they are in good agreement with the theoretical quantum
two-time correlations, as shown in Eq. (6). In this case:

p(b|a) =

{

cos2[ω(tb − ta)]/2 for a = b
sin2[ω(tb − ta)]/2 for a 6= b

, (7)

where a, b = −1, 1 and ω = δi/ti
From the external observer’s point of view, we have

to assess that the global state is an eigenstate of the
total Hamiltonian, namely that it is stationary (with re-
spect to an external clock). In other words, we have
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FIG. 3: Two-time correlation experiments. Graphs of con-
ditional probabilities of polarization measurement outcomes
as a function of the plate thickness (corresponding to the in-
ternal time evolution t). As expected, these probabilities are
in good agreement with the conventional quantum description
(7) of the evolution from the internal observer’s point of view.

to check that the clock is in a uniform coherent super-
position, being at different times coherently spread over
the whole extent of the experiment (IF box in the pic-
tures). This has been implemented by measuring the
bandwidth of the He-Ne laser emission (Fig. 2). To serve
this purpose a beat signal has been measured superim-
posing the He-Ne Laser used in the experiment with a
632.816 nm Iodine-stabilized laser standard (INRiM 4/P
frequency standard) [12]. The measured value is strictly
below 3 MHz, returning a value for the coherence length
of the photon over than 100 m [13], confirming that the
photon’s position (clock) is delocalized over the size of
the present experiment (IF box length ∼ 1.5m). More-
over, an optical measurement of the coherence length of
the photon has been performed by means of an unbal-
anced Michelson interferometer over a distance equal to
3m (distance imposed by spatial limitations in the labo-
ratory), confirming the visibility of the fringes and that
the coherence of the source is larger than the extension
of the experiment.

Leggett-Garg

Since we can access arbitrary two-time correlation
measurements, we can show that our experiment has a
quantum behavior through a violation of the Leggett-
Garg inequality [14, 15]. This inequality is constructed
using an observable Q(t) of a two-level physical system,
the photon’s polarization in our case [18], with |H〉,
|V 〉 corresponding to Q = +1,−1 respectively. The
two-times correlation function is defined as C(ti, tj) =
〈Q(ti)Q(tj)〉 and can be obtained from the joint prob-

ability P
(ti,tj)
ij of obtaining the results Qi = Q(ti) and

Qj = Q(tj) from the measurements at times ti, tj :

C(ti, tj) =
∑

Qi,Qj=±1

QiQjP
(ti,tj)
ij . (8)

The Leggett-Garg inequality follows by supposing a clas-
sical realistic description of the system, which implies
[14]

−3 ≤ K3 ≤ 1, (9)

with K3 = C(t1, t2) + C(t2, t3)− C(t1, t3), (10)

for times t1 < t2 < t3. The inequality (9) is a Bell-
type inequality and imposes realistic constraints on time-
separated joint probabilities. We choose t1 as the initial
time, i.e. t1 = 0, and assume that t2 − t1 = t3 − t2 ≡ ∆t.

FIG. 4: Leggett-Garg function K3 of Eq. (10) for a two-level
system as a function of measurement-time ω∆t. The solid
curve shows the theoretical K3 of Eq. (14), the red points are
the experimental results.

To measure C(ti, tj), we repeat the experiment vary-
ing the time evolution by varying the thickness of the
birefringent quartz plates as described above. This im-
plements the evolutions Ut of the form

Ut=δ/ω |H〉 = |H〉 cos δ + i |V 〉 sin δ (11)

Ut=δ/ω |V 〉 = i |H〉 sin δ + |V 〉 cos δ, (12)

where δ is the material’s optical thickness. Then the
conditional probability to find the photon in the state |V 〉
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∆t Theory Experiment L-G violation in
standard deviation units

0.2 1.159 1.138 ± 0.004 ≈ 35s.d.
0.5 1.499 1.538 ± 0.018 ≈ 30s.d.
0.7 1.282 1.238 ± 0.018 ≈ 20s.d.

TABLE I: Comparison between the theoretical and experi-
mental values of K3 of Eq. (10). According to the Leggett-
Garg inequality (9), a value larger than one cannot come from
a classical realistic system.

at time t1 given that it was in |V 〉 at time t2 is P
(t1,t2)
V V =

1
2 cos

2 ω∆t, in accordance to Eq. (7). Calculating also

the probabilities P
(t1,t2)
HH , P

(t1,t2)
HV , P

(t1,t2)
V H , we find

C(t1, t2) = cos2 ω∆t− sin2 ω∆t. (13)

The quantity C(t1, t3) has the same form as C(t1, t2), but
with a double optical thickness ω∆t → 2ω∆t. In order
to measure C(t2, t3), an additional birefringent quartz
plate (LG in Fig. 1) with an optical thickness ω∆t was
introduced before the BD and a plate with the same
optical thickness after (refer to QPs in Fig. 1), obtaining
C(t2, t3) = cos2 ω∆t− sin2 ω∆t. This configuration gives
the ability to realize noninvasive measurements at t2 and
projective measurement at t3. Substituting the values of
C(t1, t2), C(t2, t3) and C(t1, t3) into (10) we find

K3 = 2 cos2 ω∆t− 2 sin2 ω∆t− cos2 2ω∆t+ sin2 2ω∆t,
(14)

whose maximum is for ω∆t = π/6. In Fig. 4 and in Table
I we compare this curve with the measured values of K3,
obtained from the measured values of the two-time cor-

relations for three different values of ∆t. The measured
values are in good agreement with the theoretical ones.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary in this paper we provided an experimental
illustration of Page and Wootters’ quantum time mecha-
nism that is able to describe multiple two-time quantum
correlation functions, giving us access to the possibility of
a test of the Leggett-Garg inequalities. In this scheme the
“external” observer sees a time-independent global state,
in our case a narrow-band single photon where the clock
degree of freedom is encoded in the photon’s position,
while the internal observer that measures the position
can track the flow of time. In this framework we tested
a Leggett-Garg inequality, showing a violation from the
“internal” observer point of view. Our results, showing
the Page Wootters scheme at work, pave the way for fur-
ther studies, addressed to understand time in quantum
mechanics.
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